The problem of acoustic modeling for speech recognizers is addressed. We distinguish two types of speech Variability, long term (speaker identity, stationary noise, channel distortion) and short term (phoneme class). Currently, most recognizers model the two variabilities without considering their specificities, which may result in flat distributions with limited discriminability. In our system, the long t e m variability (environmenr) is modeled by a mixture model, where each mixture is modeled by a Mixture Stochastic Trajectory Model (MSTM). We propose the Environment Dependent Mixture Stochastic Trajectory Model (ED-MSTM) to model a set of environments. The parameters of ED-MSTM are estimated using the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation criterion by the Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm. Our model has been tested on a 1011 word vocabulary, multi-speaker continuous French recognition task with noisy speech. In the expriments, we assume that speakers can be grouped into a pre-determined number of classes and that class label of a speaker i s missing. The use of environmental modeling cut down the error rate produced by the multi-speaker system by about 1590, which is a statistically significant improvement. The idea of environment modeling is applicable to other acoustic modeling techniques such as Hidden Markov Models.
INTRODUCTION
We categorise speech variabilities into two types: long term variability and short term variability. Long term variability corresponds to speaker identity, stationary background noise or channel distortion. Such variabilities do not carry information about the vocal message, and should therefore be eliminated during recognition.
On the other hand, short tam variability corresponds to articulation changes and should be recognised. The distinction between the two variabilities allows the modeling of long term changes within the entire utterance and short term changes across different acoustic models.
In many rccognizers. the two types of variabilities are usually mixed up and represented by a same acoustic modeling scheme, which may limit the recognition performance. In this paper, we identify long term variability as cnvimmm. We extend the mixture stochastic trajectory models (MSTM) to cope with environmental changes.
MSTM models a speech se-ment by a mixture of trajectories, each of which is a sequence of multi-dimensional probability density functions (pdfs) [6] . Phoneme duration distributions are also in-
The adaptation of the topology of MSTM to deal with the coarticulation effects and inter-speaker variability is proposed in [7] .
The explicit modeling of the time evolution as a first order autoregressive process is given in [l] . Time evolution modeling by mixture of polynomial functions for MSTM is presented in 121.
In this paper, the basic assumption is that a long term variable can be observed and is generated by a finite number of random sources, each with an U priori probability. However, the infonnation about which source actually generated the observation is missing, which requires that the environment be stochastically modeled as a hidden variable.
The organisation of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we present the Environment Dependent model and its differences with our baseline MSTM. The section 3 describes the ML rstimate of the parameters using EM-algorithm. The validation experiments and the conclusion are given in section 4 and 5.
ENVIRONMENT DEPENDENT ACOUSTIC MODELING
In MSTM, the observation of a speech segment X is assumed to be generated by a set of random segmental trajectory generators, each with an opriori probability [6] . Compared to hidden Markov models, in MSTM a mixture is defined on observation sequences (component trajectories) rather than on individual observations, thus exploiting intra-segmental information.
In this paper, we denote p ( X ) the continuous pdf of X and P r ( X ) the probability of discme X.
We introduce two kinds of observations: acoustic observation vector sequence X , and an utterancespecific environment mea"ent y. Let P be the set of phonetic symbols, Xa the set of trajectories talcen from the training corpus, associated to the symbol a E P. Let p(Xiy, a,d) be the pdf of an observed trajectory X E Xa. given the environment observation y E Y , the phoneme symbol a f P and the duration d. Y is the set of environment measurements. In this section, we extend the pdfp(
Let e E € be the environment source that generated y and t E 7" be the trajectory source generated X, where & is the set of environments and 7" is the set of trajectories associated to the symbol a. Both e and t are unobservable. We assume that e and t are discrete. The joint pdf of variables X, y, e, t, given a and d, is:
the acoustic observation is independent of the environment measurement:
the environment measurement is independent of trajectory, duration and phoneme:
the trajectory probability is independent of duration:
the environment probability is independent of duration and phoneme:
Therefore:
P(X, Y, e, 4% 4 = p(Xle, t, a, d)P(Yle)Pr(tle,a)Pr(e) (6) Normally, the duration information d of trajectory for MSTM-SM is used in a similar way as in MSTM [6] . For notation simplicity we do not use it in the following.
EM ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS
We use the Maximum Likelihood criterion to find model parameters. The EM-algorithm gives an efficient solution to such a problem and guarantees the improvement of training data likelihood until a stationary point [3]. EM iteratively maximises, with respect to the new parameter set A, the mathematical expectation of the loglikelihood of the complete data (X, Y), conditioned on the observed data X, and for a value A' of the parameter. The expectation is taken over the sample space of the unobservable data Y.
In our case:
x = { y , {x}"Ia E B} and Y = {e, {t}'lu E P} (8) where {X}" is the set of observed training data for the phonetic symbol a and y is the observed environment. {t}" is the set of trajectory sources associated to {X}" and e is the environment source associated to y. Therefore:
where Xu and y are respectively the acoustic observations of symbol a and the environment measurements of the training data.
In order to maximise Q(AlX') (according to Eq-9) we must specify the form of elementary pdfs for X and y. We assume:
0 a trajectory is sampled into Q points:
each point is assumed to be an independent multivariate Gaussian pdf, given the trajectory:
t E T 0 0 the environment measurement is modeled as a dimensional Gaussian pdf:
For notation simplicity, we denote:
<:,e4t and r). satisfy stochastic constraints:
Eq-9 can now be expressed as:
with the parameter set A;
Next, we maximise Q(AlA') with respect to each parameter in A, under the stochastic constraints (Eq.-16). The maximisation can be achieved by using the Lagange constrained opumisation method, which involves taking the partial derivative of the La,mgian equation with respect to the parameters and solving the resulting equations for the parameters.
For notation simplicity, we use the following expressions:
B"(e1X') A"(e,tlX') :ET0
We give below the solution for each parameter:
0 the apn'on' probability of environment and apn'ori probability of trajectory:
where (X" I stands for the cardinal of the set Xa. The acoustic observation X is a sequence of mel-cepstral vectors, y is supposed to capture speaker infonnation and is computed as the average of the mel-cepstral vectors over the whole utterance.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Task description
The language model used has a word-pair equivalent perplexity of 29. The acoustic models are initialized with the phoneme segments produced by the method of 
Experiment design
We tested the system in three configurations: 0 speaker-dependent mode (SD): we set /&I = 1 and trained a 0 multi-speaker mode (MS): we set 1&1 = 1 and trained an 0 speaker-clustering mode (SC): we set [&I = 4 and trained an system for each speaker, unique system with the data from all speaken, unique system with the data from all speakers.
In (SD) each system is tested spcaker-dcpendently, and in (MS) and (SO the system is tested on the whole speaker population.
Results in ~C N of word recognition accuracy are given in Suitable parameter tying in the model can help to find a better tradeoff between modeling accuracy and reliability. Several tying configurations can be envisaged. For instance, tying parameters at trajectory level, i.e.: all trajectories are pooled into a base shared by each of the phoneme symbols, or at Gaussian pdf level across symbols, i.e.: the pdf of the Q-points are assumed independent of symbol and trajectory. These directions are now being investigated.
